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About This Content

As you take your first steps into this new town, you are met by a beggar woman pleading for alms. Just up the street you see a
comely lass sweeping the cobblestones and from somewhere nearby the hammering of metal on metal from the Blacksmith’s

shop.

No town is complete without an assortment of characters to inhabit it. This add-on pack includes characters that each have
completely unique looping animations to give your towns atmosphere and make your maps livelier. There is a Blacksmith, a

Bard, a Barkeep, a Beggar, a Jester, a Merchant, a Street Sweeper, a Baker, a Farmer, a Miner, a Scribe, a Mysterious Skulker,
and two children, all of which have unique animations in addition to over 50 other animation spritesheets for walking, running,

sitting, sleeping, kneeling, and much more.

Included in the Medieval: Townfolk I pack are as follows:

14 Unique characters, each with unique animation pertaining to their profession.

A total of 786 individual resources including all spritesheets, facesets, busts, and paperdolls.

Material matches other DLC in the Medieval series.
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If you hate quicksaves and love cheap deaths it's the 2003 game for you (now in 4K, no joke).. Without a doubt the best mini-
games I have played on steam (I can see hours of fun ahead of me) ... I am looking forward in seeing what Duck Dev's do next..
It can be a fun game in theory, but there's just too many bugs.

Rooms that fail to unlock after you defeat all the enemies, thus trapping you inside and obliging you to return to menu and
restart the level. Enemies whose health falls to zero and then goes negative, drawing a health bar extending backward out of
their health-bar-box which only grows as you inflict more damage, rendering them unkillable and again obliging you to restart
the level. Achievements with bugged conditions (failing to register 8 lasers having been candle-dodged vs. Mosh; failing to
register 20 turrets destroyed vs. the hydra boss [destroyed 25 just to make sure, but no achievement]; failing to register winning
the game as Pan toward the win-game-x-times achievement; ...).

Cannot recommend.. This is a good DLC, But i don't know how to disable it... cuz i don't want to do a special transport mission
everytime.. Palatte swap of Kagura's basic outfit added to your dressup wardrobe.. I loved this game, by far the best RPG Maker
game I have ever played. My favorite part of the game by far is how satirical it is, in fact, the premise of the game itself can be
considered satirical. An overall funny, challenging, and fun game to play.. Good a play game. This game has my seal of
approval.

I love how much effort they put into all the details, even if the whole game was clearly made on a budget, you can tell they tried
hard to make it feel as feature inclusive and fun as possible.

$4 game has:

- Very good boat physics
- Fun, challenging racing
- Boat upgrades (paint, speed, sponsors, etc)
- Open world to navigate
- Non-racing ways to earn money (taxi people, look for treasure, etc)
- LAN multiplayer!
- Arcade and career modes
- Radio station with generic but interesting music loaded into it
- Very nice water graphics, including the boat "wake" looks pretty slick

I've only just started to play, but I've got a good sense of what this game has to offer. For the price, I am blown away, I expected
it to be a stinker but it is actually fun to play. You start off your career with a rusty slow boat and no money and have many
ways to earn it. Racing was too hard right off the bat so I did some taxi runs, then discovered this pirate treasure mode where
they just literally scatter the world with money and you just have to collect it all. Well since there was only a couple of upgrades
on the rusty boat I maxed it out and now need to figure out how to get a better one.

Some negative aspects I would say is the limited selection of upgrades on the boat classes. Maybe things get deep down the road
but if the later boats have just one speed and one rudder upgrade I would be disapointed. Time will tell though as I venture
through this title.

As far as graphics options and settings, this game is fully loaded. All resolution, texture, effects, sound (including # of voice
channels), controls, AA, etc is all here in the launcher. Everything worked on the first try as well, no crashing or hiccups. In the
game, it looks beautiful but the textures are a bit too low-resolution to be a game from 2015 however, they should work on that
as the whole experience would be improved with textures many times larger.

360 controller works out of the box, but there is a chance it needs to be turned on before launching the game and selected in the
launcher as the input device, but I can say that you can use both the keyboard and controller for at least navigating menus at the
same time, which is nice.

Wishlist:
- Trading cards
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- Achievements
- Steam Cloud
- Online multiplayer
- Higher resolution textures

Overall totally worth the $4 it is currently.. Review is for the game in VR, it's the only way I played it and honestly is the way I'd
recommend anyone else play it. This is mainly due to the free aim you get with both the gun and the sweeper, plus there's more
latitude for ducking and leaning when you're playing in VR mode.

Gal Gun 2 is silly fun. The gameplay which comprises of shooting girls and demons with an pheromone gun and then vacuuming
them shouldn't be taken seriously and when it comes to this sort of gameplay, Gal Gun 2 delivers well. It doesn't have a whole
lot of depth and the most amount of strategy to use is identifying which demons would be more difficult to shoot or vacuum up
(signified by how they look and their size).

Despite its quite silly nature it is well executed and I found myself caring about one of the main characters, something I didn't
think would happen going into this. There's just enough in terms of writing to keep me interested in continuing, despite the
game feeling repetitive at times. There being seven endings will keep me going back to the game until I unlock them all and I'd
like to have a go at getting all the achievements.

I wouldn't recommend getting this at full price (though I rarely get games at full price anyway), so throw it into your wishlist and
get it for half price along with the VR DLC.
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Thank you NIghtdive. It's a fantastic remaster. An old game with more action in a few hundred megabytes than most AAA
games pushing 40+ gigs. Controls are excellent and the graphics are more than acceptable for its age. I was very surprised and
pleased at how crisp the controls were. Mouse is a bit like cheating...time to pull out the hotas setup and get the real feel this
game can offer.. One of the best narrative based game. Simple yet interesting... Not bad if you just want a casual relaxO
game....I beat it in 3 hours, it does have a bug though..when you are moving along occassionlly all the action selections are
blanked out, and you are unable to select any of them... My work around was to hit the menu button then hit main menu
button...It refreshes your game to where you left off stat wise and level of dungeon, but starts you out at a diffrent spot. It's
alright but wouldn't pay anymore than the $3.74 it is now..$1.99 would be a fair price imho.. The description says it all, Its quite
a tranquil journey. Sometimes you just need to get away from the zombies and guns to deflate. Storm has brought me that
calmness i wanted. I'm really picky about puzzle games, but this just had me interested. I love the nature setting, it looks
beautiful and has good music. I'm a sucker for good music. If you've played Flower you'll probably like Storm.. I've just played
one sitting, and can already tell it's great. I have thoroughly enjoyed each of the previous Treasures of Montezuma titles (on my
iPod and iPad), and will definitely buy this again if it launches on mobile in the future. They keep the game as simple as the first
one, and spice it up with new modes, improved graphics, and a story this time as well!. a really good, fun little distraction..
Despite some comedic relief via homorus dialog, the game is unfortunately so difficult while solo due to the amount of
micromangement required it into a panicked stuggle to survive than a fun experience. This Game is just a piece of s*it. It's just
lost time when you are going to start it.. No connection, crashes and empty servers. Even if you hit one: You will be sent back to
nowhere.

Cmon, learn proper coding, and then come back ....or better leave...
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